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Abstract 

.-l social issue 10 emC!rgl! in ndution to skilled immigrotion is the w,·erC! d(fficulties many immigrants encounter in 
.finding employment. A mixed method sruc~\· on employers· experiences. pmctices and policy regarding employing recent 
immignmrs \\ 'US conduued A postal S/1/Tey produced l.J6 lfiiC!Sfiomwires (fHel·iou.\·~,. reported). Fol!oii'-IIP unstructured 
imeJTiC!II'S 1n•re conducrl!d 11 ·ith o suh-set of /9 employers ll'ho 11·isheclto .fimha discuss rhe mal/er. the focus of this 
papl!r. Results shoii ·C!d that in spite of ol·era/1 positil·e exp11riences ,,·irh immigrant employees. when recruiting 
11mployers " ·ere ;,!/luC!nced to a lw~f!.l! extent hy pre1·ious Ne11· Zeulw/(lll'ork experience and to a slight~\ · lesser extent by 
Ne11· Zeulwul lflWI(/ications. ll'hen procticl!s o,/'recruiting 11·ere discussed in the inten·iell's. a complex ll'eb of reasoning 
on the port o(employas emerged rhot had rhe end result r~(se1·ere~1· disadl'(lllfoging immigrant applicants. particular~\' 
thoseji·om non-English speaking co1mtril!s. relati1·e ro Ne11· Zeolanda opplicants. The issues raised by employers that 
1\'l.!re usl!d to the detriment r~f'immigmnt upplicants included English lunguug£! and communication. cultural/it. and the 
munner in 11·hich immigrants approached companies .fhr employment. IJ11el'l'ie 11· parricipanrs also commented on how 
immigrunts could make themsl!h'I!S more l!mplo,,·ah/1!. adl'ice that pumdoxical~r highlighted the Catch-22 s ituation 
JJhl".\' immigrant at>plicams .fi/1(1 themseh·es in. Research is needed into the dimensions of' disad1·antage faced by 
immigrants. including the reed d((/i:rl!n('(!S and their illlfWCis hetll·een loud unci immigranr applicants. Research is also 
neC!dcd into IIIUIWgers ·unci mJI'k teams· acceprunce one! management cldil ·ers itr in the ll·orkp/ace. 

Introduction 

Until the mid 19X0s Ne\\' Zealand immigration policy 
encouraged immil.!ration from traditional source 

~ ~ 

countries. Britain and the Pacific. dcli,·cring migrants 
~ ~ 

who \\'Ould both rctkct New Zealand society and provide 
needed labour. A shift in immigration policy. parJIIel 
with other similar destination count ri es (e.g. Canada and 

~ 

Australia) rctlccting global competition for skill to fuel 
economic growth and international competitiveness. 
encouraged an intlow of highly qual ified and ski lled 
young imm igran ts from non-traditional sources. with the 
expectation they would contribute to New Zealand 
economica ll y and soc iall y and settle we ll (sec Trlin. 
1986. 1992. 1997: Stati st ics NZ. 1999). Much has been 
wri tten about the potential gains fo r New Zealand t'rom 
increased immi gration. such as: access to ski ll s and 

~ 

knowledge not a\·ailablc in Ne\\· Zealand: access to 
international contacts: the opening up of trade 
opportunities: access to im·estmcnt capi tal: economics of 
scale as the population increases: and fJcilitation and 
encouragement of cultural diversity ( Kcrr. 1997: lp. 1997: 
Mcndoza. 1997: Y eabsky. 1997: and others). However. 
Pool and Bedford ( 1997). lp ( 1997) and others have 
argul'O that the potential benefi ts of immigration arc not 
being achieved. largely because of Ne\\' Zealanders' 
perceptions or immigrants. 

14H 

A result of negative perceptions is the severe difficulties 
many immigrants encounter in finding suitable 
employment, indeed. frequently any employment (Boyer. 
1998: Dcpanmcnt of Internal Affairs. 1996: Firkin. 2004: 
Ho and Lidgard. 1997: Lidgard. 1996; Pio. 2005: Trl in. 
Hendcrson and North. 1998. 2004: and others). 
Immigrants arc unable to find jobs in the areas for which 
they arc qualified. for reasons including qualifications 
(they arc either ovcrqualified or their qualifications arc 
ntH recognised in New Zealand). and their lack of 
familiarity wi th the English language as spoken in New 
Zealand ( Barnard. 1996: Department of Interna l Affairs. 
1996: Firkin. 2004: Lidgard, 1996: Trl in . Hcnderson. 
North, 1998. 2004: Stat istics NZ 2004: sec also New 
Zea land Immigration Service. 2004. p.86). North and 
Tr lin (2004) found that barriers to participating in the 
labour market were one reason (there were other reasons) 
for sel f-employment among immigrants. This paper 
shows that employers of migrants who reported overall 
high satisfaction wi th their contribution and sympathy 
\.vith the plight of unemployed immigrants were 
nonetheless averse to employing additional immigrants. 

Prel'ious Research 

Much previous research and analysis of census data has 
focused on the experiences of immigrants. The small 
amount of research from employer perspectives 
conducted in New Zealand highlights the disadvantage of 



immigrants - particularly non-traditional immigrants 
from non-English speaking countries- in the labour 
market, a disadvantage reflected in employment statistics. 
Coinciding with a rapid and large increase in skilled 
immigration, immigrant labour participation rates and 
unemployment deteriorated between the 1986 and 1996 
census periods (Winkelmann and Winkelmann, 1998) and 
showed 16.8 per cent of recent immigrants were 
unemployed, compared with 7.5 per cent of New Zealand 
born (NZ Statistics, 1999). Unemployment rates in the 
1996 and 200 I census were highest among non
traditional migrants (Statistics NZ, 2002, 2004) in spite 
of recent immigrants being more likely to hold a degree 
than New Zealand born (Statistics NZ 2004; Boyd, 2002). 

Both the Department of Labour (DoL) and the commerce 
sector have developed initiatives to facilitate immigrant 
employment, including the NewKiwis scheme between 
Government and the Chamber of Commerce, launched in 
200 I, that allows for recent immigrants to get work 
experience (and have wages covered by Government) at 
no cost to businesses (see Immigration Services websitc). 
And in 2003 the Department of Labour launched an 
initiative, in the context of a ski li s shortage that could be 
met by immigrants, by addressing immigration and 
settlement processes (Wallis, 2006). However these have 
not been successful in overcoming employer resistance. 

Discriminatory practices were highlighted in a recent 
classroom study involving 350 managers and 
professionals (MBA students) who were asked to rate 18 
fictional CVs for a position; all fictional applicants were 
fluent in English and more than qualified for the job. The 
study found that mention of immigrant status and having 
an Indian and especially a Chinese name penalized the 
applicant. The researcher concluded that employers arc 
prejudiced against ethnicity, and cover their prejudice 
with excuses about English and culture (reported in The 
New Zealand Herald 2 April 2005 ). Aversion to 
immigrants was also highlighted by the large recruitment 
agency Hudson. A survey of 1705 employers indicated 
that eight in ten believe there arc barriers to immigrants 
participating in the workforce. and this held true across 
all industry sectors and regions. Employers identi tied 
non-technical ski lls as the most common challenge for 
immigrants, that is interpersonal communication and the 
like, but only 8 per cent thought technical skill s 
challenged immigrants. Even in the midst of a. criti~al 
skills shortage and an increas ingly global market m skil ls 
continuing employer resistance to immigrants is evident 
(The Hudson Report 2006). . 
Employers who in 2003 had given a jo? offer ~o p~tent1al 
immigrants were surveyed. A favounng of 1mm1gran~s 
from English-speaking countries was apparent, that. IS 

over half were to applicants from Europe, South Afnca 
and North America (the so-called ESANA countries). 
while a high proportion of those with~ut job o~fers ~ere 
from Asian countries, in particular Ind1a. Once m the JOb, 
however, employer satisfaction with performance was 
very high at 88 per cent, and 93 per cent said they w~uld 
hire an immigrant again (Immigration Research Serv1ces 
2003). High satisfaction with immigrant. emp.lo~ees ~as 
echoed in a 2005 study (Wallis, 2006) 1dent1fymg nght 
skills, the "right attitude", and high performance. In 

addition employers were postttve about added values: 
they supplied skills not available in New Zealand, and 
raised organisational expertise, knowledge and 
innovativeness. English language difficulties, where 
present, did not affect job performance. 

While experiences of immigrants seeking employment 
are well-documented and consistently point to under
utilisation of immigrant skills, it is not possible to second 
guess the reasoning and decision-making of employers 
who ultimately do. or do not, accept immigrant skills. 
Based on a small sample of employers with positive 
experiences with immigrant employees, this paper reports 
on influences on decisions regarding fu ture employing 
immigrants. 

Methods and Results 

There was a 40% response rate to a postal survey to 
employers in Wellington and Auckland (246 usable 
questionnaires from 6 I I sent out) sampled using the Top 
500 Companies data base plus random sampling based on 
Yellow Pages. Recognising that decisions around 
employing immigrants is a complex issue. complexities 
that a postal survey is limited in understanding, 
respondents were invited to participate in a follow-up 
interview to further explore issues; I 9 did so. The 
interviews were unstructured and participants could raise 
the issues important to them and that they wished to 
discuss. They were also asked to consider what recent 
immigrants. particularly skilled professionals. can do to 
make themselves more employable. Interviews were 
taped and transcribed. The paper focuses on employers· 
decision-making concerning the employment of 
immigrants. based on the interviews. 

Refe, ·cml Surw!y Results 

The survey (previously reported; see North & Higgins 
1999) showed that 70.3'% did employ immigrants. with 
immigrants making up no more than I 0% of employees 
for two thirds of those companies. The companies 
reflected a range of sizes. business activities. Immigrant 
employees also were diverse including skilled and less 
skilled, male and female and came from a wide range of 
countries. Survey results are not the focus of the paper. 
However to set a context for interview tindings, relevant 
results are summarised. Reflecting that the many 
employers in The Hudson Report (2006) identified non
technical barriers to employing immigrants. 
communication and social mixing were explored in the 
survey. Of the survey respondents. a high 89.1 percent of 
employers reported that English language of immigrant 
employees was adequate to do the job; concern about 
English limitations was slightly higher in the case of 
skilled employees. and about one third said employees 
were also improving their English. Only 22% felt that 
English limitations posed difficulties in staff 
relationships; nevertheless about 89% responded that 
immigrant employees mixed well socially with other 
staff. 
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Employers reported positively on the contribution of 
immigrant employees: 28.7% responded they worked 
harder or more diligently than other employees, and 
48.3% at about the same level: only 1.1 % said they 
worked less hard. This perspective was supported by 
numerous added comments about the benefits of 
employing immigrants and about their work ethic. These 
mainly posi tive comments were countered by some 
disappointing experiences. such as family issues taking 
employees overseas at short notice. using the position as a 
stepping stone, and expectations of higher remuneration 
for qualifications. Benefits to a business by employing 
immigrants were many. Respondents commented on the 
overall small labour market in New Zealand. acute and 
chronic occupational shortages and the need to 
accon1modate temporary and seasonal shortages or 
labour. In addi tion. immigrant employees were widely 
regarded as sources of innovations. new ideas. and world--
class knowledge. and supporting the company to service 
an increasingly multicultural customer base. both in New 
Zealand and O\ crscas. Employing people from diverse 
communities was identi lied as a means for ensuring that -the workplace reflected the community served. 

In spite of those identified benefits. only 2-L9 per cent of 
employers actively recruited immigrants to meet labour 
shortages: and 95.9 per cent of employers had no 
company policy regarding the recruitment of immigrants. 
Some employer respondents percei ved New Zealand 
businesses to be generally discriminatory and suggested 
that such prejudice was rationalised as a concem about 
relationships wi th clients. and a misplaced emphasis on 
Engl ish language and company culture. issues well 
retlcctcd in other studies reviewed above. For exampk a 
manager of British origin urged New Zealand companies 
to "gi,·e [immigrants] a go". adding that so long as there 
is a limited pool of skills. the employment or immigr::mts 
" ·ill conttnue to be necessary. Evidence of prejudice 
against immigrants is seen in recruiting pr:1ctices. where 
71.~ 0 o and 66 . ~0 o employers respectively were inOuenced 
by C\\' Zealand work experience and qualifications- sec 
Tabk I. 

From the survey results. therefore. there appears to be 
some contradiction between employers· overall positive 
experiences and the barriers. in effect. erected by the 
in fluence on employers by applicants' New Zealand work 
ex pericnce and qua I i tic at ions. These were issues fu11 her 
explored at some depth with employers. Although the 
intcn·icws did not set out to look ror e,·idcncc of 
discrimination. contradictions between overall positi ve 
employer experiences with immigrant employees and an 
apparent a\'ersion to employing immigrants emerged. 
These contradictions arc now explored in the context of 
employers· issues when recruiting. 

lnteJTiell· Results 

Like survey n:spondents. interview part1c1pants. all of 
whom employed immigrants. described their experiences 
generally very positively (wi th some exceptions). and 
ickntitied numerous benctits acuuing to the company. 

There was agreement that once in the job, such 
communication difficulties as existed were quickly 
overcome. In spite of these positive, indeed glowing, 
comments, when it came to recruiting employees, 
problems and barriers quickly assumed prominence. 
These potential barriers fe ll in three areas: 
communication: cultural and organisational fit; and New 
Zealand work experience and qualifications. 

Table 1: Influence of New Zealand work experience 
and qualifications when employing an immigrant 
applicant. 

a ) Influence of New Zealand work experience 

Strong/very strong 
influence 
Some in tl ucnce 

Little/very little 
influence 
No influence 

TOTALS 

Number Per cent 

59 

68 

39 

9 

175 

33.7% 

38.9% 

22.3% 

5.1 % 

100% 

b) Influence of New Zealand qualifications 
Number Per cent 

Strong/ve ry strong 48 27.4% 
in t1 uencc 
Some in tluence 69 39.4% 

Little/very litt le 48 27.4% 
influence 
No intluencc 10 5.7% 

TOTALS 175 99.9% 

I. En~lish and Communication: ... 
Noting that survey results indicated that English language 
and communication \vere generally adequate to do the 
job. on probing the issue abili ty to communicate in 
English \\'<IS repeatedly given as a reason why immigrants 
found it difticult to find employment. This was in spite of 
comments that the "technical'' language was "more or 
less the same, I guess it doesn' t matter where you come 
from. you can lea m it ... 

The on~r stumh/ing hlock is language 
reu/~1·. lt 's th~ un~r thing that makes them 
difl'erentfi·om e1·en·hod1· else. . . . . . 

Ability to communicate was said to be important both for 
ski lled und less skilled roles. although the degree of 
impo11anee increased in higher level positions. On further 
probing the underlying concern was not an inability to 
communicate but speaking in accented English. 
Employees with dcticient English language skills were 
seen as a potential cost to the company: more time was 
needed to give instructions. the risk of error was greater. 
the employee gets "left behind", and the contribution of 
the employee lower. In addition employees commented 
on immigrants who tended to agree with everything and 
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did not admit to not understanding. The employer then 
had to "double check" everything. 

[Employers expect} to give the person an 
instruction, a reasonable instruction. and 
walk awcry, they 're not going to expect to 
have to spend time deciphering or making 
sure that the person [understands]. they are 
going to assume that because the person 's 
a paid professional. that he's going to 
understand a reasonable ins/11/Ction. 

Others described how English language issues could be 
accommodated: not putting them in roles with high 
customer contact or telephone answering duties; 
communication by computer was feasible in highly 
technical roles; and employees' English improved rapidly 
once in the job. How do employers assess adequacy of 
language skills when recruiting? No participant said they 
used formal testing, or evidence of having achieved a test. 
Employers relied on their personal assessment of ability 
to communicate: 

It comes down to sitting do-.,rn across the 
desk ... And ({he can actual(\ ' understand 
yeah ok. they've passed the test. It ·s just 
that eye to eye contact. that voice situation. 

2. Cultural and Organisational Fit: 
Employers whose experiences with immigrant employees 
were generally positive, and who praised their technical 
skills and work ethic. nevertheless raised concerns about 
communication and organisational fit as reasons not to 
employ immigrants. The related concern for employers 
was: would an immigrant whose background was 
different fit into the company? Their concerns were 
multifaceted: concern for existing employees, for the 
immigrant employees, for working relationships 
vertically and horizontally. for working styles. for 
workplace harmony. Managerial and supervisory 
positions in particular were perceived as sensitive and 
problematic. Employers characterised New Zealand 
workplaces as democratic places valuing team work and 
worker initiative, and compared that with what they saw 
as ''dictatorial" management styles where questioning 
orders was not tolerated. 

Are they as a person going to.fit in? That ·s 
the first thing . ... How they will relate . .fit in 
to the staff here. not the other w«\' round. 
but how in fact that they would relate to 
directors here and the s ta_ff.' The second 
thing is obvious(v can they do the job? 

Employers were anxious they didn 't upset the workplace. 
Immigrants who were critical of New Zealand and 
business practices were potential risks to be guarded 
against. A poor fit potentially could create huge problems 
for the employing company, with poor integration leading 
to poor teamwork and lowered productivity. In the words 
of an employer: "You see you can' t bring a guy on whose 
going to set everything alight and then have to recruit for 
all the jobs, you know?" Even a high work ethic, regarded 
positively in other contexts, was seen as a potential 

problem, threatening eo-workers who are "scared for 
[their] job". 

We have no problems in assimilating these 
people to the workforce .. . their work 
methods are [exemplary]. [But] I guess to 
some extent we've got to be carejid because 
that can create a hit a./resentment amongst 
our own people. 

When a workforce becomes ethnically diverse a 
management skill is to limit and manage disruptions. 
Managing diversity will become an increasingly 
important competence for managers as international 
migration of skills continues and workforces at company 
level become culturally and linguistica lly increasingly 
diverse. In the meantime. it appears that diversity even at 
a superficial level is not welcome in many workplaccs, 
indeed Kiwi employees can be threatened by diversity, 
with immigrant applicants who look and behave 
differently from a Kiwi counterpart being disadvantaged. 

lt 's the manner. it's all the behal'ioural 
st1!f/.' Because [when recruiting] and the 
mujoritv are New Zealanders H"ho 
understand Ne\\' Zealand 11'«\' of doing 
things. And then you ha1·e an immigranl 
ll'ho 's qual(/ied and skilled and can do the 
joh. but hm•e all these quirky heha1·iours -
they don't look at you in the t::re. or they 
don't dress as 11 ·ell as the other applicants. 
all those things. 

Others believed that problems of poor cultural fit were 
potential rather than experienced, that in fact there were 
few problems with tit , and immigrant employees fitted in 
very well, and "communication, [and] learning how 
thing~ operate ... in another country", though hard. were 
not insurmountable. Some employers who were not put 
off by difference claimed prejudice was widespread. 

I think particular(r the Asian immigrants 
they do .face some cultural prejudices. it ·s 
just everywhere ... The Kill'i managers are 
not sure holl' to handle !hem hecause i~( 
culfllral background. and ... they u·ill tmst 
the European .first. they knou· ho1r to 
handle them. (huen·iell' I]) 

3. New Zealand work experience and lfllal[/icalions: 
As for survey respondents. interview participants were 
innuenced by New Zealand work experience and a New 
Zealand qualification when employing an immigrant. A 
number of employers described the "frightening" 
burdensomeness of recruiting: fears of appointing the 
wrong person and skills; difficulties in shedding an 
unsuitable employee; responsibility to appoint the best 
candidate; and time constraints leading to least risk 
decisions. Employers maintained that in the case of many 
companies there was "no fat in the system"; they were 
"lean", and therefore preferred to select an applicant who 
would "hit the ground running". An obvious implication 
of a highly competitive business environment is that 
where two equivalently qualified applicants were 
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applying for a position, it was the one with easily 
verifiable qualifications and work experience and who 
spoke colloquial English who would get the job over an 
unknown applicant without local qualifications and 
experiences and whose English was different. Employers 
were reassured that immigrants were "able to work within 
New Zealand" when an applicant had prior local 
expenence. 

I '"e got to put the hest person in for the job 
... and I \·e got 4 or 5 1rhojit 11·ith all of the 
appropriate skills.. . The reality is that it 
may 1re// he that the other applicants. local 
knmrledge. local experience makes them a 
he({er option. And .. . they are going to get 
the joh huj(Jre mu. . . . 

Other reasons used by employers - and reasons were 
numerous - not to take on immigrants were: they were 
overqualitied: prior experience was in too spec ialised a 
ticld and not generic enough for the New Zealand labour 
market: an.xiety about "sending the wrong signals" to 
their ovvn workforce: that they couldn't offer the salary 
they thought the app licant might expect: not wishing to be 
seen to exploi t the immigrant (by offering a lower skilled. 
less paid position than warranted): upsetting work place 
harmony because of being under-challenged: and fear that 
the immigrant might not stay. using the company as a 
stepping stone to a more desirable position. Immigrant 
job-seekers could tind themselves in a Catch-~2 si tuation. 
where in their endeavours to get the required experience 
they would apply for pOSitions for -..vhich their 
qua li fications were higher than needed. only to tind they 
were rejected because they were ovcr-qualiticd. Others 
offered to work without pay to get that experience. and 
this too could be rejected: employers raised objections 
including their risk management. not wanting to exploit 
the person. and suspecting other motivation. The 
following is an example of one employer: 

lr ·s had mwwgement ro fer him [1/u: m·er
quu/ijied pe1son] in !hi:' door hecuuse 
rou ·re going ro cruafl' o prohlem j(Jr him. 
,,·heru he's going ro he doing u 1/l(:niu/joh. 
he ·s going to he creating jiw o prohlem 
ji-om peop/1! 1\'0rking umund hi111 hecuuse 
he 's going ro hi! unhupp1· und you 're going 
to hun' ro recruir 1/wtjoh uguin. 

Others disagreed: recruiting someone into a position low 
for the qualitications but in the right industry presented an 
opportunity to redeploy a proven and loyal employee into 
an appropriate position when it may arise. A few 
employers dismissed such comments as excuses. evidence 
of employer discrimination and an unwillingness to take 
n1ovc away from the t~uniliar. 

Emplo_n:rs cun use this os u reason not lo 
L'lllploy. so {/ rher don ·r reullr 1\'C/11/ ro ruke 
su111ehodr on rhur can sur. "ll·e/1 reullr . . . . 

ll 'l' re looking j(Jr e.\perit'nce here ... 
kno11·ing ji1// 1\ 'cdl. _mu knml'. il 's just un 
c:.rcuse. And !lie other one nm hear is 
rou re O\'<!l'£fUCI!i/ied and ru me tlwr 's rhe 

biggest hunch of whatever you can throw a t 
anyone because I don 't care. he may be a 
doctor but ... (f he wants to work out here as 
a customer services officer ... [let him}. 

However even sympathetic employers agreed that 
verifying overseas and unfamiliar qual ifications and 
references and prior experience was more challenging in 
the case of an applicant with no local work record, a time 
consuming task that could work to the advantage of local 
applicants. Employers described their personal emotional 
difficulties in having to reject applications from desperate 
immigrants. Participants believed the emotional toll on 
employers to be a reason why many preferred to work 
through recruitment agencies rather than deal with 
applicants directly, used standard rejection letters, and did 
not grant appointments or give feedback. 

A curious paradox has emerged. On the one hand many 
participants in both the survey and interviews employed 
immigrants. acknowledged dependence on and 
appreciation of their skills and work ethic, found their 
English language abi lity was adequate for the job and 
enjoyed the richness and interest associated with 
diversity. On the other hand employers displayed an 
aversion to the risk associated with employing 
immigrants and engaged in a number of strategies to 
avoid employing suitable applicants. This is a paradox 
that was more pronounced when exploring what 
immigrants themselves can do to convince employers to 
take them on. 

Con lmmigranrs Make Themselves More Employable? 

Employers were invited to comment on what advice they 
would give to immigrant job-seekers. Here too, as for 
other issues such as communication. cultural fit , and a 
preference for New Zealand work experience and 
qualitications. there were employers who disagreed with 
the majority view, seeing it as evidence of prejudice. 
Some advice was very pragmatic, that immigrants simply 
need to demonstrate to the prospective employer that all 
permits and documentation was in order, that diplomas in 
other languages had veri tied copies in English, NZQA 
assessed qualitications and the like. Other advice flowed 
on from the above concerns regarding English 
communication - that "their language skills are bang on" 
and cu ltural fit: 

The nwsr important. they \ •e got to he 
presenluhlc:. ther \·e got to be clean. they've 
got ro 11£1\ 'C: an understanding ofcourlesy. 

A problem for recently arrived immigrants. however. is to 
get the exposure to New Zealand society in order to come 
to an understanding of the subtleties of colloquial English 
and cultural mores and mannerisms, an exposure that 
participation in employment provides. There is also the 
problem that "bang-on" English language skills are of no 
help to immigrants who cannot reach the interview stage. 
often because their name gives away their "foreign" 
background. Some employers described as "tricks" 
initiatives used by immigrants to increase thei r chances of 
getting to interview stage such as using a fri end with 
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adeq~ate English to make a phone-call and adopting an 
Enghsh name. Employers favoured applications that 
demonstrated the applicant had "done their homework" 
for . ~xample had information about the company and 
position, a targeted CV, had the expected quali fications 
for the position and so on. For example: 

Well you have to sort of prove that vour 
qualifications are... we have to so;., of 
match what they mean in New Zealand ... 
try and show the /earnings of \'our 
experience to the Kiwi experience ... . 

So it's to show whatever experience \'Ou 've 
got from whatever country you com~ f'rom. 
how similar and how relatil'e it is io the 
Kiwi one ... 

For an immigrant applicant to be able to demonstrate 
equivalenc~, however, it is necessary to tirst gain an 
understandmg of the New Zealand employment context in 
thei_r . field. ~mp_loyers also displayed contradictory 
posttJOns on tmmtgrants who did, and did not, pursue 
employment opportun ities. Many made clear their 
reluctance to open up the workplace to "cold ca llers" and 
unsolicited applications, dismissing rejected applicants 
who seek to find out why as "pushy". 

They 're persistent. They arri\•ed in. ring 
you up, first to check that you \ ·e got their 
CV. yes we have. and what are you doing 
about it. well u·e '11 see holl' manr 
applicants we get. H'e 're still wailino on tl;e 0 

closing date. expect a call.fi'om us. 

Others advised that immigrant job seekers do exactly this. 

Don't just look in the newspapers. go and 
actual~\' sell yourse(f'to companies. knock 
on doors. 

A final area of advice concerned flexibility on the part of 
the immigrant job-seeker. Some suggested immigrants 
worked voluntarily to gain required local experience. but 
in other contexts discouraged unpaid work as a risk to the 
company. Furthermore, although employers had 
highlighted the problems they encountered of "over
qualified" immigrant applicants, they also advised 
immigrants to be prepared to settle for something less 
than their qualifications and work experience deserved: 

You can't be fussy (l you're looking at 
establishing a new 1(/'e in a country. 
... taking the first opportunity and gelling 
the Kiwi experience .... be prepared to come 
in perhaps at the lower level. prepared to 
start at a more junior position and climb 
the ladder ... 

If all the above fa iled, as often it did, employers 
suggested that immigrants could up-skill , get another 
qualification, in spite of the risk to the immigrant job 
seeker of becoming even less employable as an over
qualified immigrant. The onus, then, was on the 

immigrant job-seekers to demonstrate their suitability for 
a position and if not, to take steps to make themselves 
more employable. However as we have also seen, even 
these measure were no guarantee of success, especially in 
a context of employers being averse to immigrants in 
general, and in some cases prejudiced against employing 
immigrants from particular backgrounds. 

Conclusions 

The paper highl ighted a paradox that has been reflected in 
other studies and the media. Emigration of New Zealand 
ta lent combined with demographic ageing has led to 
serious and growing shortages in skill s necessary for 
economic growth. Employers say they need skilled 
people and complain of shortages. Immigration policy 
over the last two decades has sought to address the need 
for ski ll s by targeting young, skilled migrants, but 
?mployers systematica lly discriminate aga inst immigrant 
JOb seekers, especially those from non-English speaking 
countries. Although employers claimed they were seeking 
to recruit the best skills possible, in practice it appeared 
that skills obtained through qualifying and working in 
New Zealand outweighed other considerations. The better 
ski lled imm igrant might then be rejected for being over
qualitied for the position, for not speaking colloquial 
English, and because of fears the person would not ''fit". 

Interview participants outlined the employer's perspective 
on the disadvantages and barriers immigrants faced when 
seeking employment, and in their descriptions indicated 
that in practice one disadvantage compounded the next, 
culminating in barriers to immigrant job seekers 
becoming almost insurmountable. 

In light of the very high levels of sati sfact ion with 
immigrant employees, the finding that English was 
nor_mally adequate for the job, and that immigrants 
deltvered a range of benefits to the company in addition 
to their labour and ski lis, an unavoidable conclusion is 
that immigrants face prejudice in the labour market. Other 
research and employers themselves have come to the 
same conclusion: for example The Hudson Report (2006) 
found a high 77 per cent of employers believed there 
were barriers to immigrants. 

A number of commentators agree that employers need to 
change (e.g. Ho, Cheung, Bedford & Leung, 2000; The 
Hudson Report, 2006). Specifically employers need to 
recognise: the value of experience gained overseas: the 
~alu~ of languages other than English; the cultural capital 
tmm1grant employees offer: and diversity as an asset. To 
this end there have been a very limited number of 
res_our~es pre~ared that employers can use to support an 
attttudmal shtft . One example is the EEO Trust (2000, 
2005) that has developed a set of resources to assist 
employers in developing policies and practices that will 
support diversity in the workplace. Another is the 
Auckland Chamber of Commerce (200 1-5) initiative that 
allows employers to trial immigrants at no cost to the 
compa~y. ~orkplaccs and work groups would benetit 
~rom ~tverstty. Immigrant employees offer tangible assets 
mcludmg language ski lls and cultural capitaL networks 
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with ethnic communities and with businesses in countries 
of previous employment. and less tangible assets 
including high work ethic and performance, commitment 
and loyalty. 

Future Research 

Research is needed into the labour market, employers and 
workplaces. to determine the extent, nature and 
dimensions of what appears to be systematic 
disadvantages faced by immigrants in the labour market. 
Research is also needed to identify organisational 
practices that effect ive ly reduce those barriers. policies 
that support diversity in relation to both recruitment and 
retention of employees, and programmes to support and 
integrate (not assimilate) immigrant employees and the 
assets they bring into the workplace. 

lt is possible employment difficulties of qualified 
immigrants reflects a more complex set of issues than can 
be explained by prejudice alone. and human capital 
theory could guide future research into whether there are 
real differences between immigrant and native bom 
employees. Concems expressed by participants that could 
be researched more thoroughly include comparability 
between Ne"v Zealand and overseas qualifications. the 
impact of unfamiliarity with local business knowledge, 
the size of discrete labour markets for the professions and 
qualitications in1migrants represent. the differences in the 
degree of speciali zat ion in those labour market between 
New Zea land and large overseas labour markets, 
language proticiency and communication. and cultural 
knowledge. 

~ 
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